
SHANGHAI: China’s state planner wants to elimi-
nate bitcoin mining in the country, according to a
draft list of industrial activities the agency is seek-
ing to stop in a sign of growing government pres-
sure on the cryptocurrency sector. China is the
world’s largest market for computer hardware
designed to mine bitcoin and other cryptocurren-
cies, even though such activities previously fell
under a regulatory grey area.

The National Development and Reform
Commission (NDRC) said on Monday it was seek-
ing public opinions on a revised list of industries it
wants to encourage, restrict or eliminate. The list
was first published in 2011. The draft for a revised
list added cryptocurrency mining, including that of
bitcoin, to more than 450 activities the NDRC said
should be phased out as they did not adhere to rel-
evant laws and regulations, were unsafe, wasted
resources or polluted the environment.

It did not stipulate a target date or plan for how
to eliminate bitcoin mining, meaning that such
activities should be phased out immediately, the
document said. The public has until May 7 to com-
ment on the draft. State-owned newspaper
Securities Times said yesterday the draft list “dis-
tinctly reflects the attitude of the country’s industri-
al policy” towards the cryptocurrency industry.

“The NDRC’s move is in line overall with China’s
desire to control different layers of the rapidly
growing crypto industry, and does not yet signal a
major shift in policy,” said Jehan Chu, managing
partner at blockchain investment firm Kenetic. “I
believe China simply wants to ‘reboot’ the crypto
industry into one that they have oversight on, the
same approach they took with the Internet.” Other
bitcoin traders said they were not surprised by the
government’s move. “Bitcoin mining wastes a lot of
electricity,” said one Chinese bitcoin trader who
declined to be named due to the sensitivity of the
situation.

Crackdown continues
Last week, the price of bitcoin soared nearly 20

percent in its best day since the height of the 2017
bubble, and breaking $5,000 for the first time since
mid-November, though analysts and traders admit-
ted they were puzzled by the surge. Bitcoin, which

accounts for around half of the cryptocurrency
market, was down by around 1.4 percent on
Tuesday, while other major coins such as Ethereum
and Ripple’s XRP also fell by similar amounts. 

Traders in London said it was unclear how much
the Chinese move was weighing on the market. The
cryptocurrency sector has been under heavy
scrutiny in China since 2017, when regulators start-
ed to ban initial coin offerings and shut local cryp-
tocurrency trading exchanges. China also began to
limit cryptocurrency mining, forcing many firms -
among them some of the world’s largest - to find
bases elsewhere. 

Nearly half of bitcoin mining pools - groups of
miners that team up for economies of scale - are
located in the Asia-Pacific, a Cambridge University
study said in December. “Half of the network is
probably located in China,” said Alex de Vries, a
consultant with PwC in Amsterdam who specialises
on blockchain and researches cryptocurrency min-
ing. He added that the number of mining facilities in
the world is still limited to several hundred.

Countries with relatively cheap electricity have
emerged as major hosts of cryptocurrency mining.
Mati Greenspan, an analyst with eToro in Israel,
said any ban by China would cut a key supply of
cheap electricity for the industry and raise the
average cost to mine bitcoin. Chinese companies
are also among the biggest manufacturers of bit-
coin mining gear, and last year three filed for initial
public offerings in Hong Kong, looking to raise bil-
lions of dollars. However, the two largest, Bitmain
Technologies, the world’s largest manufacturer of
bitcoin mining gear, and Canaan Inc, have since let
their applications lapse.

People familiar with the deals said that Hong
Kong regulators had many questions about the
companies’ business models and prospects. Bitmain
declined to comment on the NDRC’s proposal to
ban bitcoin mining. Canaan did not respond to
requests for comment. According to Canaan’s IPO
prospectus filed last year, sales of blockchain hard-
ware primarily for cryptocurrency mining in China
were worth 8.7 billion yuan ($1.30 billion) in 2017,
45 percent of global sales by value. The prospectus
forecasts that sales in China would rise to 35.6 bil-
lion yuan by 2020. — Reuters
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Turkish Airline’s
transition to its 
new home, Istanbul 
KUWAIT: With the “Great Move” representing one of
the most significant cornerstones of the Turkish Aviation
history, Turkish Airlines nearly concluded its gradual
move to Istanbul Airport that started following the official
opening back on October 29. Starting on April 5 Friday at
03:00, the final moving operation is at 96 percent com-
pletion, 12 hours earlier than the projected 45 hours plan.
The moving has concluded on April 6 Saturday at 20:00,
flag carrier airline started a new era at its new home,
Istanbul Airport, which will be the new center of the glob-
al aviation sector. 

On the “Great Move” process which included saying
farewell to Ataturk Airport, home to Turkish Airlines
throughout its 86 years of history and moving to its new
home base, Istanbul Airport, also known as “Monument of
Victory”, Turkish Airlines Chairman of the Board and the
Executive Committee, M Ilker Ayci said; “Currently the
biggest airport project of the world, this enormous facility

will be the home of the resounding local and global
growth of Turkish Airlines in future while becoming the
most important driving force behind our growth with its
state of the art physical capabilities and capacity.” 

“Successfully concluding its mission of being the home
of our brand throughout our 86 years of history, saying
farewell to Ataturk Airport was a highly saddening expe-
rience for us. However, our brand’s unstoppable growth
and progress especially during over the last 15 years
forced us to make this decision to part ways. As Turkish
Airlines became unable to fit its mold with its efficient
growth performance, the need for a new home that will
support its development and open its way with capacity
and other physical capabilities was born. 

Starting with the originator behind the idea of this
monumental project and its biggest supporter our
President Recep Tayyip Erdogan, our Ministry of
Transport and Infrastructure, IGA consortium, our vari-
ous business partners, every single one of our family and
everyone else who offered their toil and support, we are
grateful to those all for bringing us this bundle of oppor-
tunities, which will allow us to carry the passenger and
flight experience into a whole new platform. In addition to
this, I would like to also express my great pleasure and
honor of announcing that the future of the global aviation
will develop with Turkish Airlines at its center with our
new home, and new face of our brand.” 


